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Abstract—Business process modeling notations do not provide
explicit means to model security aspects such as access control,
integrity and confidentiality. Business analysts who are not typi-
cally security experts are incapable of modeling security aspects
that could not be modeled in business process modeling notations.
In this paper, we propose systematic means to model access
control explicitly in business process models. More specifically, we
used Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) as a graphical
notation to represent processes. Our proposed technique exploits
BPMN by employing business rule activities to carry the access
control logic as If-Then rules with conflict detection capabilities.
We prove the validity of ESAC-BPM formally. Further, we
demonstrate the technique using a case study for a reservation
process for a movie store by telephone, that needs data access
control policies to be applied on the process model.

Index Terms—Business process management, security data
access control, business rule activities.

I. INTRODUCTION

Business Process Management (BPM) is the process of op-
timizing business processes and aligning all the organizational
aspects with the requirements needed to be in a software.
BPM concerns about the validity, performance and agility
of business processes. A business process is a network of
activities done by collaborators to achieve a business goal.

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [1] is used
to represent business processes. With this unified graphical
representation, all business stakeholders can easily understand
business processes and can adjust any business modifications
quickly and in a standard way. It is very similar to activity
diagrams of Unified Modeling Language (UML). Therefore,
it is intuitive to business users and technical engineers, and
hence it can enclose the gap between them.

BPMN consists of graphical constructs and objects that
can be mapped to execution languages like Business Process
Execution Language (BPEL) as in [2], [3], and [4]. As a result,
the pace of processes development has increased and process
management became easier.

While modeling, a business analyst finds problems in ex-
pressing all the business requirements. Many of such require-
ments are about security. Engineering a secure software is a
challenging problem. In industry, almost security is the last
aspect to be considered and it is added to the software in an
adhoc manner. The analysts are the best ones in the software

cycle to know about the security holes and how to handle
them. However, they do not have a direct control on security
policies. Instead, they have to forward the required changes to
software engineers.

One important aspect of software security is the data access
control, which is a necessary and crucial design element
for any secure application. In general, an application should
protect its data and system resources against unauthorized
access by implementing access control restrictions on what
users can do. Access Control refers to the much more general
way of controlling access to data, including restrictions based
on things like the time of day, age, gender, the IP address of
the HTTP client browser, or any other derived variables that
can be extracted or calculated easily. Simpler access control
models often cannot adequately meet the complex access
control requirements that such relationships require, and so
more granular, powerful, dynamic models and mechanisms are
needed to address these new realities. In short, increasingly
complex data access and sharing drive the need for increas-
ingly complex access control models and mechanisms.

Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) is one model of
access control. It uses attributes in a structured language to
define access control policies. There are 3 kinds of attributes:
subject, object and environment. 1) The subject represents who
requests data access. In typical applications, It can be a user,
application, or process. Subject related attributes are like age,
name, gender or role. 2) The object is the target identity to be
secured. It can be a file, database, data object or web resource.
Object related attributes are like name, size or URL. 3) The
environment is the context where the access request happens.
Environmental attributes are like time of day, weather, season
or place of request.

Process modeling languages and security policies languages
are both used to document organizational policies and pro-
cedures. While process modeling languages describe a pro-
cedural sequence of activities, security policy languages of-
ten rely on a declarative description of security constraints.
Understanding the relationship between the two languages
would maximize benefit, avoid content duplication, and reduce
their overall effort [5]. In this paper, we present a provably
systematic and easily deployable approach for embedding
security access control, as one example of security aspects,



that is designed for BPMN diagrams. Our approach is based
on a novel usage of business-rule activities which are in the
BPMN specification. So, we do not need to modify the BPMN
meta-model. It is based on putting all the security logic as If-
Then rules. Additionally, we integrate our approach with an
option to detect conflicts [6] between access control policies.
Access control policy conflicts usually happen as a result of
their complexity. We adopt ABAC as it is the most flexible
access control model, and it can be a replacement to any
access control model as shown later. In ABAC, access control
policies are given as boolean expressions, which are easily
written and understood. They are comprised of conditional
attributes and boolean operators (¬, ∧ and ∨). They are
mapped to business rules and are wrapped by a business rule
activity. Upon activation, a business rule activity activates the
associated business rules and on their completion, the activity
terminates. A business rule activity hides all the security logic
in its underlying properties. As a result, all complex logic
is not visible in the graphical view of a process model, and
so it is still easily understood. In such a way, we provide a
complete software solution by considering early security while
modeling business processes. Our evaluation shows that the
proposed approach can achieve significant secrecy gain with
minimal additions compared to the state of the art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we discuss the related work. In Section III, we present
our approach. In Section IV, we prove the validity of our
approach. In Section V, we provide a complete test case
example examining our approach. And, finally, the conclusion
and future work are in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Concerning different related work of embedding security in
business processes, there are many ways to do so with different
approaches. A first popular approach is to add text annotations
to different BPMN constructs. These annotations contain a
formal specification of security policies and need to be parsed
afterwards at runtime to enforce security requirements. There
were many security policy specifications languages used and
are presented here. Second approach changes the meta-model
of BPMN to add new constructs for security requirements.
These constructs are translated into security policies to be
enforced at runtime. Our approach does not change the meta-
model, but it creates new fragments based on business rule
activities and some gateways. So it is easily deployable.

Mülle et al. [14] and Darnianou et al. [15], propose lan-
guages for security policies specification. A business analyst
should study it for usage. In [18], security elements and
process models are integrated. The language constructs can
be inserted as a text annotation associated with BPMN con-
structs. Annotations are to be compiled and enforced at the
process execution stage. The language supports access control
by providing authorization, delegation, information filtering
and refrain policies. Additionally, they provide obligations,
basic constraints, meta policies and policy composition. After
integrating the process model with security elements, the

graphical representation of the process is complex and hard
to be understood. It is better to externalize all the security
logic.

In [16], a Policy Description Language (PDL) is proposed. It
is declarative and consists of 3 categories: 1) Set of events. 2)
Set of actions. 3) Set of functions to evaluate the environment.
Policy rule propositions take the following form.

event causes action—event(s) if condition
This means that if event occurs in a situation where condi-

tion is true, then the action or consequential events specified
will be executed. The language is a generic language that can
be used to describe any type of policies and not only security
policies. This type of formalization will allow representing
obligations, and prohibitions.

Rodrı́guez et al. [10] and Menzel et al. [11], concern
about the graphical representation of security constructs. Ad-
ditionally, they add to the meta-model of BPMN. Security
requirements are included in the extended meta-model. They
do not cover how the underlying layer works for enforcing
such security constraints. Additionally, they map each security
requirement to a BPMN construct and add a mark to it.
Supported security aspects are non-repudiation, attack harm
detection, integrity, privacy, access control, security role, and
security permissions. In contrast to our proposition, there are
no clues about how security constraints are to be enforced.
They model the requirements and leave it up to the developer
to decide how to implement them, which may introduce
security holes.

Wolter et al. [12] and [13], constitute their generic security
model that specifies security goals, policies, and constraints
based on a set of basic entities, such as objects, attributes,
interactions, and effects. It is a general description regardless
the notation used. For BPMN, they visualize the security
requirements as artifacts like a text annotation to a message
link for message confidentiality. They use the group artifact
on some activities to express the separation of duties (SoD)
security aspect.

In [17], a similar methodology, to our approach, for mod-
eling security requirements in business processes is proposed.
They cover both the design-time modeling and run-time en-
forcement of security requirements for business processes.
Such requirements are translated to XACML policies which
are enforced by generated Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs).
Additionally, Policy Decision Points (PDPs) are generated to
decide if a certain request is granted or not. A prototype
is implemented based on Activiti (http://www.activiti.org/),
extending the Eclipse designer and process engine. Some
security requirements are represented as new constructs in
BPMN and others like access control are represented by
domain-specific user interface.

In [19], security needs are supported by the commitments
view, which consists of a set of commitments between actors.
The conversation and choreography diagrams of BPMN 2.0
are targeted. An overview of intercompany processes between
several partners is given. Hence, annotations are used to show
which conversations and related participants the requirements



apply.

III. FORMAL METHOD OF SECURITY ACCESS CONTROL IN
BPMN

While accessing data objects, we authorize the incoming
read/write request based on the access control policies of
the requested object. For accessing data base object, we do
the same for the CRUD operations. Our proposed approach
adopt ABAC because of its flexibility and context awareness.
Access control policies are represented by boolean expressions
comprised of conditional attributes and boolean operators (¬,
∧ and ∨). Boolean expressions are transformed to business
rules. Our approach does not modify the meta-model of
BPMN’s, because there is a native support for business rules
via business rule activities. When a model token activates
such activity, the associated business rules are called. On
completion, the business rule activity completes and the result
is the actions specified in the body section of rules. In our
case, for handling access control policies, the action is either
permit or deny the incoming request.

Our approach uses system-wide rules by business analysts
to model security aspects (mandatory access control policies).
As illustrated in Figure 1, when the regional manager receives
a message of a loan application, it is reviewed using the loan
data file, and then the manager notifies the customer with the
result of application either by acceptance or refusal. In this
example, a business analyst is incapable of adding constraints
on accessing the data file like restricting the access time in
a certain duration of a day (6am ≤ time ≤ 6pm) or other
constraints.

Our proposed approach solves this problem by adding a
construct to be activated before accessing data objects. As
depicted in Figure 2, the secure read sub process is inserted
before accessing loan data file. This process can throw an
error event if it denies the incoming access request, and the
business analyst should handle the thrown error in a proper
way. In Figure 3, we give a further insight into our construct.
It contains a business rule activity that has all the logic of the
access control policy. The activity is followed by a gateway
to differentiate between a granted access and a denied one. If
the access is accepted, the subprocess finishes normally. If it
is denied, the subprocess throws an intermediate error event
to the calling process.

It is better to externalize the decision logic in an external
decision table like business rules rather than organizing them
among gates that control the model’s token path. In the former
approach, business analyst can express complex policies, eas-
ily review and validate the business rules controlling a certain
data object. On the other hand, the latter approach is subject
to policy changes and requires significant maintenance.

IV. VALIDITY PROOF OF FORMAL METHOD

To prove the validity of our approach, we split the proof into
3 steps as follows. 1) Traditional access control models can
be converted to ABAC. 2) We can transfer any ABAC policy

Fig. 1. Example before secure read activity

Fig. 2. Example after secure read activity

to some business rules. 3) Conflict detection. We present each
of these steps in detail in the following subsections.

A. Traditional Access Control Models to ABAC

ABAC is flexible enough among all other traditional models,
as presented in [7] and [8]. So we can express various
access control policies. Because they all depend on attributes
of 3 domains: subject, object and environment. 1) Subject
represents the identity who requests for a data access. Typical
attributes are like age, name, gender or role. 2) Object is the
target identity to be secured. It can be a file, database, data
object or web resource. 3) Environment is the context where
the access request happens. So for using ABAC, we have to
convert the given domain to its attributes and then create the
ABAC policies. We do a proof by complete induction on all
access control models from [9] and convert each one to the
corresponding ABAC model as follows.

1) Role Based Access Control (RBAC) to ABAC: RBAC
only concerns about roles in the system. So one of the inherent

Fig. 3. Collapsed secure read subprocess



TABLE I
MODELING RBAC RULES

Conditions Result
Role Access Granted

Manager Yes
Clerk No
TA Yes

TABLE II
MODELING BLP READ RULES. THE SIMPLE SECURITY PROPERTY (NO
READ-UP). EXPRESSION: SubjectLabel ∈ {Owner,Manager} AND

Operation = ”Read”

Conditions Result
Subject Label Operation Access Granted

Owner Read No
Manager Read Yes

Clerk Read Yes
Customer Read Yes

TABLE III
MODELING BLP WRITE RULES. THE STAR PROPERTY (NO WRITE-DOWN)

Conditions Result
Subject Label Operation Access Granted

Owner Write Yes
Manager Write Yes

Clerk Write No
Customer Write No

limitations of RBAC is the single dimension of roles. As a
result, if we want to model multiple attributes, the number of
roles needed to encode these attributes will grow exponentially.
Additionally, RBAC does not support environment attributes
and can not model BellLaPadula model. Table I shows how
to model an RBAC to an ABAC one.

2) BellLaPadula (BLP) Model to ABAC: BLP is used in
military organizations where there are object security labels
and subject clearances. They build the finite state machine of
the model. Assume that we have a model with the following
specifications. Object labels are ordered from top secured to
lower level as follows.

1) TOP SECRET
2) SECRET
3) CONFIDENTIAL
4) PUBLIC

The subject clearances are ordered in the same way as follows.
1) Owner
2) Manager
3) Clerk
4) Customer

Tables II and III show how to model this BLP model to an
ABAC one assuming we have a SECRET object to be secured.

This policy can be expressed by two attributes:
SubjectLabel and Operation as follows

(SubjectLabel ∈ {Owner,Manager}∧
Operation = ”Read”) ∨ (SubjectLabel ∈ {Manager,

Clerk, Customer} ∧Operation = ”Write”) (1)

TABLE IV
BUSINESS RULES FOR BPL MODEL

Condition R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
Subject Label Owner Manager Clerk, Customer
Operation Read Write Read Write Read Write
Access Granted Yes No No Yes No Yes

B. ABAC Policy to Business Rules

In this subsection, we have an input ABAC policy expressed
as a boolean expression. We want to transform it to some busi-
ness rules that satisfy the expression. We deal with business
rules because BPMN has a complete support to them. This is
our main contribution that we make use of business rules in
embedding security in business processes. So there is no need
to modify the meta-model of BPMN.

The input boolean expression will consist of attribute vari-
ables each of which belongs to a certain range of the whole
attribute domain and logical operators (¬, ∧ and ∨). A family
of disjoint sets of each attributes can be detected from the
given boolean expression. Union of these sets is the whole
attribute domain and there is no intersection between them.
These sets make up the business rules to be put in business
processes. The cardinality of the number of business rules is
given as follows:

NumberOfBusinessRules =

N∏
i=1

|Ai| (2)

where N is the number of attributes in policy, Ai represents
the ith attribute and || returns the number of disjoint sets
of the given attribute. For example, in Equation 1, there are
three sets for the SubjectLabel attribute: {Clerk, Customer},
{Owner} and {Manager}. For Operation attribute, there are
two sets: {Read} and {Write}. Hence, we have six business
rules and we can put them in a decision table as in Table IV.
Decision trees can be used for visualizing business rules. But
they are very brittle when rules change and require significant
maintenance. Additionally, they are more complex when each
parameter potentially has a large number of different values
where each possible parameter value becomes a node at a
branching point in the tree. On the other hand, decision tables,
as in Table IV, can be used instead which are more compact
and intuitive when many rules are needed to analyze many
combinations of attribute values.

C. Conflict Detection

Several policies control access to each object. Each policy
consists of some business rules that adheres what the policy
specifies. Each rule has an action (whether permit or deny) to
access the object. Due to enterprise business processes and
complex access control policies, some conflicts may arise.
A conflict arises when two policies having some conditional
attributes in common but different in their actions.

We adopt the approach in XACML access control policies
[6], as in Algorithm 1, by representing each policy in d-
dimensional space, where d is the number of conditional



attributes. The plane sweep algorithm, as in [20], is used for
detecting pairwise conflicts. It has three steps: 1) project each
policy on a specified dimension plane and sort the projected
values. 2) sweep the plane. 3) report intersections.

Algorithm 1 Conflict Detection Algorithm
1: map all policies to the d-dimensional space
2: determine start and end of the range every policy covers
3: for each dimension do
4: determine all intersections via plane sweep algorithm
5: prune all policies that cannot conflict another one
6: end for
7: report all pairwise conflicts

The complexity of the plane sweep algorithm is O(n ∗
log(n)). And due to the fact that it is used d times in the
conflict detection algorithm. So the overall complexity of the
conflict detection algorithm is as in Equation 3

= d ∗ n ∗ log(n) (3)

where n is the number of policies and d is the number of
dimension.

We have developed many techniques to resolve the conflicts
among the rules. However, we omit their details due to
the space limitations. These techniques depend on how the
business rule engine works. Some techniques can call the
business rules in serial manner and finish when it takes a
decision from the calling business rules. Other techniques can
call all the business rules in parallel, and then aggregates the
results by voting algorithm, permit dominates, deny dominates
or others. A business analyst can do the proper modifications
to remove any conflict.

V. CASE STUDY

Our illustrative example describes a typical business process
for a movie rental shop. Reservations are done via telephone
calls by customers to store clerks. There are two requirements
to be considered for business security and management. 1) Ba-
sic requirement in which access control is based on customers’
age and the movies content ratings. Ratings are Restricted (R),
Parented Guidance Strongly Cautioned (PG-13) and General
Audience (G). 2) Advanced requirement which introduces
membership classes (Premium, Regular), which enforces a
new policy that only Premium users can view new releases.
Figure 4 shows the details of what a movie store clerk does
to securely create a right order for the incoming call request
according to the store policies. The diagram also handles any
possible attack for the data objects.

Figure 4 describes a business process of a movie store that
is triggered by a phone call. The clerk responds, and then
review the customer data. Before accessing Customer Data
file, we can apply access control policies on the subject role,
username, time of request, or type of operation. As shown
in Table V, it restricts the accessing of file to either clerks
and managers. Additionally, it puts additional time constraint

TABLE V
DECISION TABLE FOR ACCESSING THE CUSTOMER DATA OBJECT FILE

Conditions Result
Role Time Granted
Clerk 8am ≥ time ≤ 4pm Yes

Manager Any Yes

for each role. On activation the Secure Read business rule
activity, the associated business rules in Table V are activated
and produce the result, depending on the business rule engine,
either with permit or deny the incoming access control request.
If the business rule denies the request, the process terminates
to prevent an unauthorized access.

In case of granting the access control request, the process
execution continues and checks whether the customer already
exists in the system or not. If not, the process registers the
customer into the system. In this case, we may not need
any access control policies because they are already granted
at first. If the customer already exists, the process proceeds
with writing the incoming order. The process should enforce
the management requirements. So, the Secure Order business
rule activity is inserted before accessing the movies data file.
The ABAC policies for the basic and advanced requirements
are represented as boolean expressions in Equations 4 and 5,
respectively.

(Age ≥ 21 ∧Rating ∈ {R,PG13, P}) ∨ (21>Age ≥ 13

∧Rating ∈ {PG13, P}) ∨ (Age<13 ∧Rating ∈ {P})
(4)

(MemberType = ”Premium”)∨(MemberType = ”Regular”

∧MovieType¬ = ”NewReleased”) (5)

The Secure Order business rule activity either permits or
denies the incoming order request. If it denies the request,
it throws an intermediate error event and Deny Request task
is activated. If it permits the request, it continues normally
and activate the Accept Request task. In both directions, the
process terminates.

Finally, business analysts can model the security and man-
agement policies using our approach. They are easy deploy-
able into a process model definition. It is easy to add new
policies or attribute values without adding any constructs to
the BPMN diagram. This is because we put all the security and
management logic in business rule activities. In this way, we
still keep the diagram easily understood without embedding
complex constructs, artifacts and fragments.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel approach for embedding security in
business processes in a systematic manner. Therefore, we can
provide a complete software solution without the need of
post-adhoc security to be considered. We consider data access
control as an aspect of security. It is crucial in most business



Fig. 4. Movie store example

TABLE VI
BASIC REQUIREMENT DECISION TABLE

Conditions Result
Age Movie Rating Granted
≥ 21 {R, PG13, P} Yes

21>age ≥ 13 {PG13, P} Yes
<13 {P} Yes

TABLE VII
ADVANCED REQUIREMENT DECISION TABLE

Conditions Result
Member Type Movie Type Granted

Premium Any Yes
Regular Not new released Yes

processes where business analysts do not know either about
access control models or how to add them to their processes
while modeling. We used Business Process Modeling Notation
(BPMN) as a graphical notation to represent processes. In
this approach, we make use of business rule activities of the
notation via putting all the security logic to be put as If-
Then rules with conflict detection. This comes with minimal
overhead for business analysts. Business processes diagrams
are still readable and easily understood. We prove the validity
of the approach.

Our ongoing work is to consider other aspects of security
like confidentiality, integrity, and availability. We plan to
transform the new inserted fragments to BPEL in a systematic
way in order to provide a complete software solution with
early security consideration from the beginning.
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